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PUTTING SOUTH GEORGIA ON THE MAP

Putting South Georgia On The Map by Alec Trendall

The sub-Antarctic island of South Georgia, about 170 kilometres long and up to 30 kilometres wide, lies at the southern end of the Atlantic Ocean, about 2000 kilometres east of Cape Horn. Its icy mountain spine rises nearly 3000 metres out of the ocean, like a misplaced section of the Alps. The island lies well within the cold waters bounded by the Antarctic Polar Front, and more than half of its area is permanently covered by ice and snow. Although South Georgia was visited with increasing frequency after its discovery by Captain Cook in 1775, and was for a long time a busy base for the sealing and whaling industries, a properly surveyed map of the island was not published until 1958. That map resulted from a series of small privately-organised expeditions – the South Georgia Surveys – initiated and led by Duncan Carse. Alec Trendall, who served as geologist with the South Georgia Surveys of 1951-52 and 1953-54, tells for the first time the full story of Carse's expeditions to South Georgia in the 1950s.

The illustrations were mainly selected from a collection of 1921 taken during the South Georgia Surveys, and now held in the British Antarctic Survey archives. Coloured maps, redrawn from the 1:200,000 map that resulted from Carse's expeditions, show the routes travelled.


One hardback copy has become available, only 300 hardback copies were printed, as New, £120.

Limited Edition, one of only 100 numbered copies, presented in a slipcase and signed by Alec Trendall, £240.

Another title by Alec Trendall, The Geology of South Georgia I & II. Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey, Scientific Reports No.7 and No.19, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1953 & 1959, 26pp, 48pp, plus plates maps, large paperback, in original paper wrappers, owner's signature, VG+. Attractive copies. £85.00
A Selection of Scarce Titles

Abruzzi, H.R.H. The Duke of the, Farther North than Nansen bein The Voyage of the Polar Star, Howard Wilford Bell, 1901 First Edition, 97pp, 3 plates, 1 folding plate, original pictorial boards, some slight fading to front board, hinges neatly and professionally strengthened, VG. A very scarce title., Luigi Amedeo, Duke of the Abruzzi (1873-1933), left for the North Pole in 1899 on board the Polar Star. Unfortunately, he lost two fingers to frostbite on the journey, so was unable to participate in the sled ride to the Pole. Captain Cagni instead made the trip, reaching 86° 34’ N, a new ‘Farthest North’ and, as the somewhat ungracious title of this book states, ‘Farther North than Nansen’. 59415, £560.

Amundsen Roald, The South Pole. An Account of the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition in the 'Fram', 1910-1912. (Two Volumes), John Murray, 1912 First Edition, xxxv, 392pp, x, 449pp, original highly decorative maroon cloth, t.e.g., some slight blemishes to boards, speckling to spines, label removal marks to base of spines, light wear to extremities, corners rounded, new endpapers, internally very clean, Good+. A decent presentable set, please ask for jpegs, a better set than they may sound., Amundsen's modest account of his South Pole exploit is a classic of exploration literature. The work was written quickly by Amundsen within several month's of the party's return. 68037, £850.

Bagshawe Thomas Wyatt, Two Men In The Antarctic. An Expedition To The Graham Land 1920 - 1922, Macmillan, 1939 US First Edition, xxi, 292pp, 33 plates, 3 text figures, 2 panoramas, map endpapers, original fawn cloth, Fine in VG dw with some tears and a bookseller's label removal mark to spine. A lovely fresh clean copy in the very scarce dustwrapper., Two young and inexperienced junior team members stayed to winter on a tiny islet in the Antarctic in a disused boat, a handful of instruments and a scanty stock of provisions. Not only did they survive, but they also carried out scientific work. 68036, £1,750.

Bernacchi Louis, To The South Polar Regions. Expedition Of 1898-1900., Hurst and Blackett Ltd, 1901 First Edition, 348pp, original green cloth with gilt titling, professionally recased, new endpapers, wear to extremities, chart facing page one lacking but replaced with a colour photocopy, VG+. The official account of the expedition was by Borchgrevink under the title of First on the Antarctic Continent in 1901, but Bernacchi had also been busy writing and his account of the expedition was also published in 1901. Bernacchi was the first Australian to play a significant part in Antarctic exploration. An intelligent boy who loved the sciences he was anxious for adventure and after just missing out on joining the Belgian Antarctic Expedition in 1897 he travelled to London in 1898 and persuaded Borchgrevink to take him as the expedition physicist. As a result he became one of the first party to overwinter on the Antarctic continent. Bernacchi's account is a gem of Antarctic literature, even if he did confine most of his personal feelings, not infrequently negative ones, to his journal. To him we are indebted for many beautiful literary images of the voyage. 57678, £770.

Borchgrevink C.E., First On The Antarctic Continent. Being An Account Of The British Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900, George Newnes, 1901 First Edition, xvi, 333pp, 31pp adverts, 186 illus, 3 folding maps, mint new cloth binding with gilt titling, professionally recased, new endpapers, wear to extremities, chart facing page one lacking but replaced with a colour photocopy, VG+. The official account of the expedition was by Borchgrevink under the title of First on the Antarctic Continent in 1901, but Bernacchi had also been busy writing and his account of the expedition was also published in 1901. Bernacchi was the first Australian to play a significant part in Antarctic exploration. An intelligent boy who loved the sciences he was anxious for adventure and after just missing out on joining the Belgian Antarctic Expedition in 1897 he travelled to London in 1898 and persuaded Borchgrevink to take him as the expedition physicist. As a result he became one of the first party to overwinter on the Antarctic continent. Bernacchi's account is a gem of Antarctic literature, even if he did confine most of his personal feelings, not infrequently negative ones, to his journal. To him we are indebted for many beautiful literary images of the voyage. 57678, £770.

Borchgrevink C.E., First On The Antarctic Continent. Being An Account Of The British Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900, George Newnes, 1901 First Edition, xvi, 333pp, 31pp adverts, 186 illus, 3 folding maps, mint new cloth binding with gilt titling, exlibrary, usual stamps, large tear on one leaf repaired, internally near VG., Borchgrevink recruited Sir George Newnes, the publisher, as a sponsor for this expedition, on board the Southern Cross. His plan was to 'make deep sea and inshore soundings, collect natural history specimens, make pendulum observations, take meteorological data and attempt to reach Magnetic Pole and South Pole. Borchgrevink had been denigrated by Sir Clements Markham for, as Markham perceived, having usurped funds and priority from the British National Antarctic Expedition.. 61443, £210.
Boyson V. F., *The Falkland Islands*, Oxford at the Clarendon Press, 1924 First Edition, 414pp, 35 illusts, folding map, original black cloth with gilt titling, boards very bright and clean, private bookplate of Hugh Gurney Barclay, owner's signature, a Fine copy throughout., With notes on the Natural History by Rupert Vallentin. A key book in any Falkland collection and the first thorough history of the islands and the basis for all later books. A very scarce title especially in this condition., £63984, **£950.**


Conway Sir Martin, *No Man's Land. A History Of Spitsbergen From Its Discovery In 1596 To The Beginning Of The Scientific Exploration Of The Country*, Cambridge University Press, 1906 First Edition, 377pp, 11 illusts, 12 maps, mint new green cloth binding, exlibrary with a few small ink stamps, small edge tear to half title and dedication page and two other leaves, one folding map reproduced, VG., Results of research over a period of nine years, begun as preliminary studies to the author's expeditions, 1896-97. A well documented account of the discovery of Svalbard, its walrus hunting and whaling history; winterings on west Spitsbergen, the era of Russian trappers, and national expeditions to the archipelago. List of principal voyages recorded 1847-1900; bibliography of the history and geography of Svalbard; the cartography with a chronological list of maps, 1598-1820, and a history of Svalbard nomenclature before the 19th century., **£61983, **£185.


Cook Frederick A., *Through The First Antarctic Night 1898-1899. A narrative of the voyage of the 'Belgica' among newly discovered lands and over an unknown sea about the South Pole.*, William Heinemann, 1900 First Edition, 478pp, original decorative green cloth, exlibrary, numbers to spine, lacking the frontispiece, light wear to extremities, corners rounded, small ink stamp to plates and a few elsewhere, a very clean and strong copy, near VG., The American physician, Frederick Cook, joined the expedition at the last minute when the first surgeon pulled out. Amundsen wrote reverently of Cook's contributions during the arduous Antarctic winter, 'He, of all the ship's company, was the one man of unfaltering courage, unfailing hope, endless cheerfulness, and unwearied kindness…. And not only was his faith undaunted, but his ingenuity and enterprise were boundless'. For many years Cook's account was the principal one available in English, as Gerlache's was only translated in 1998, and Lecointe's book, was published in 1904 but only in very limited numbers. Cook's account is far superior to the other two from both literary and informational viewpoints. His narrative is certainly one of the finest and most interesting from any Antarctic expedition. Until this expedition on the Belgica Antarctic expeditions took place during the summer months and he captures the mood and emotions of mankind's first entry into a south polar winter beyond the Antarctic Circle., **£57421, **£320.

Doory Gerald S., *The Voyages Of The 'Morning'*, Smith, Elder & Co., 1916 First Edition, xx, 224pp, 22 illusts, folding map, original decorative blue cloth with penguin to front board, school prize bookplate from the Navy League with their gold embossed emblem to the rear board, a few faint blemishes to boards, internally very clean, VG. A very scarce title indeed., Doory was Third Officer on Scott's relief ship the Morning in 1902-3 and 1903-4, serving under Capt. William Colbeck, who had sailed with Borchgrevink, and under Second Officer Edward Evans. Colbeck was going to write an account of the voyages but when this didn't happen Doory undertook the effort. He produced not only a very interesting, pleasant and readable firsthand account but also one of the scarcest books of Antarctic exploration. The book records the discovery of Scott Island and the first landing on Beaufort Island, and personal impressions of the Southern party upon their return., **£63112, **£1,000.

Franklin John, Narrative Of A Journey To The Shores Of The Polar Sea In The Years 1819, 20, 21, & 22. (Two Volumes), John Murray, 1824 Second Edition, 370pp + 399pp, + maps, recently rebound in quarter cloth and marbled boards, internally very clean indeed, VG. An attractive set., Voyage with J. Richardson and J. Back through Hudson Bay to Fort Chipewyan, exploring the upper Coppermine River, wintering at Fort Enterprise. Includes Richardson's and Back's accounts of separate exploratory trips with small parties. This octavo edition lacks the plates found in the 1st quarto edition but contains the maps and charts. A difficult expedition down the Coppermine River during which 11 of the 20 members died., 63235, £400.


Holland Clive, Arctic Exploration And Development c. 500 B.C to 1915., Garland Publishing, 1994 First Edition US, xvi, 704pp, 30 maps, original blue decorative cloth, bright cloth, some staining to foreedges and just slightly to head of pages, but not affecting the pages themselves, small bump to top corner, VG., A fantastic reference, only 500 copies produced., 66549, £220.

Hooker William Jackson, Journal Of A Tour In Iceland In The Summer Of 1809 (Two Volumes), John Murray, 1813 Second Edition, 369 + 391 pp, later quarter leather bindings, private bookplates, general wear to bindings, small tear to head of spine of Vol 2, hinges cracking but secure, internally very clean, VG, signed dedication to half title by William Jackson Hooker., Recollections of a tour in Iceland in 1809. 42105, £220.


Joyce Ernest Mills, The South Polar Trail. The Log of the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition, Duckworth, 1929 First Edition, 220pp, 61 photographs, original blue boards, new endpapers, bump to bottom corners, wear to extremities, Good+ in colour photocopy of original dw., A primary account of the Ross Sea shore party of Shackleton's Endurance Expedition 1914-1917. Their task was to lay dumps to the pole for Shackleton's southern party. This less told story from the expedition is equally harrowing, an incredible story. A very scarce title. £425.

Lewin W. Henry, The Great North Pole Fraud, C W Daniel Company Ltd, 1935 First Edition, 192pp, original orange cloth, sunning to spine, some damp fading to leading edge of boards, private bookplate, some browning to pages as is usual, Good+ in colour photocopy of original dw. A very scarce title indeed., Lewin published a journal annually, the Individualist, which during its 23 years of issue, ending in 1930, was largely responsible for a more or less continuous anti-Peary publicity. He attempts to convince any unbiased person that Peary never reached the North Pole at all. 65391, £340.
POLAR TRADE AND CIGARETTE CARDS

Fry’s ‘With Captain Scott at the South Pole’


John Player ‘Polar Exploration’

1st series 1915

2nd series 1916

Full set of 25 coloured cigarette cards issued by John Player, John Player & Sons, 1915 First Series, an attractive set in protective sheets, VG. Scarce. £48.

Full set of 25 coloured cigarette cards issued by John Player, John Player & Sons, 1916 2nd Series, an attractive set in protective sheets, VG+. Scarce. £34.

Mawson Sir Douglas, Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911-14 under the Leadership of Sir Douglas Mawson: Scientific Reports (Complete Set), Adelaide and Sydney: Government Printers, 1916-47 First Edition, A fine set in the original publishers paper wrappers. Complete all 91 parts as issued from 1916 to 1947. No prior ownership marks, no library marks, no faults, exactly as issued. It is exceptional to find a set in totally original condition that hasn’t been institutionalised in some way. You will not find a better set. Please contact us for additional details, photographs and shipping costs. These voluminous reports were published over many years, from 1916 to 1947. In all, ninety-one separate publications were grouped into three series, made up of twenty two volumes. It is exceedingly rare to find a complete set of the reports. The work emanating from the expedition ranks it as one of the great scientific expeditions of the heroic era. The reports themselves were attractively prepared, with photographs and charts of high quality. Over 4000 pages of text, charts, plates and maps. Series A - Geography, Geology, Glaciology. Volume I. – Volume V. Series B - Meteorology, Aural Observations, Wireless Observations, Magnetics, Tides. Volume I. – Volume VII. Series C - Zoology, Botany, Bacteriology. Volume I.- Volume X, 55839, £4,600.
Mill Hugh R., *The Siege Of The South Pole. The Story of Antarctic Exploration*, Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1905 First Edition US, xvi, 455pp, original green pictorial boards, folding maps, illustrations, VG., A Classic. The finest overview of Antarctic exploration ever written and an essential reference work, its value not having lessened over time. Mill, who had been librarian of the Royal Geographical Society, melded thirty years of research, reflection, and contact with the most prominent polar people of his day together with his eloquent writing abilities in the production of this important Antarctic bibliographical work., 66785, £165.


Nares Captain R.N., *Official Report Of The Recent Arctic Expedition*, John Murray, 1876 First Edition, 96pp, beautiful new half leather binding with marbled boards, small library ink stamps, some soiling to many pages and occasional foxing, lacking the frontispiece map, internally Good. A most attractive binding. A very scarce title indeed., Official report to the Admiralty, this is the first published account of the arctic expedition led by Captain George Nares in the ships Alert and Discovery., 48756, £625.

Peary R.E., *Northward Over The Great Ice (Two Volumes)*, Methuen & Co, 1898 First Edition, 521pp, 625pp, maps diagrams, approx 800 illus, very bright original decorative boards, small tear to one margin, VG+. A lovely bright set., A Narrative of Life and Work along the Shores and upon the Interior Ice Cap of Northern Greenland in the Years 1886 and 1891-1897., 53787, £200.

Phipps Constantine John, *A Voyage Towards The North Pole Undertaken By His Majesty's Command 1773*, Caedmon of Whitby, 1978 rep, 76pp, facsimile reprint, No.39 of only 100 copies, numerous folding maps and illus, Fine in Fine dw., An expedition to the North Pole to test the open polar sea theory, he reached the northwest coast of Spitsbergen and went on to achieved a record North of 80 deg 48 min., 63798, £190.

Priestley Raymond E., *Antarctic Adventure. Scott's Northern Party*, T. Fisher Unwin, 1914 First Edition, 382pp, 150 illus, folding maps, blue quarter leather binding with raised bands, pages have been trimmed very slightly, foxing to half title, light foxing to a few pages but generally very clean internally, small tear to margin of one plate, VG, signed by Raymond Priestley on the title page. The very scarce First Edition of an important polar title., A gripping read covering two winters, Cape Adare and Inexpressible Island, and the journey back to Ross Island to rescue themselves after the second winter. 58013, £1,450.

Richards Robert L., *Dr John Rae*, Caedmon of Whitby, 1985 First Edition, 231pp, near Fine in VG+ dw. A lovely copy. Now a very scarce and important title., The outcome of Lady Franklin's efforts to glorify the dead of the Franklin expedition meant Rae was shunned somewhat by the British establishment after he suggested the men had resorted to cannibalism. Although he found the last link in the much sought after Northwest Passage Rae was never awarded a Knighthood. He was the only major explorer of the era not to receive a knighthood. Only recently has Rae’s contribution to exploration been acknowledged. 63796, £195.

THE DIARIES OF CAPTAIN SCOTT

The Diaries Of Captain Robert Scott. A Record Of The Second Antarctic Expedition 1910 - 1912 (Complete Set of Six Volumes)
University Microfilms Ltd, 1968 First Edition

Vol 1 & Vol 2 - Base Diaries
Vol 3 - Sledging Orders
Vol 4 - The South Polar Times
Vol 5 & 6 - Sledging Diaries

A facsimile of Scott's actual original handwritten dairies., To see the handwriting deteriorate towards the end of the final volume is rather moving. These volumes are now very scarce indeed

Original blue cloth, some damp marking towards the bottom of the boards, internally very clean, a Good+ set of 6 volumes. 63945, £490.

Original blue cloth, minor foxing to head of some pages, a VG+ set of 6 volumes. 63743, £775.

Shackleton Sir Ernest, South. The Story Of Shackleton's Last Expedition 1914-1917., The Macmillan Company, 1920 US First Edition, xxii, 380pp, 88 illus, folding map, original green cloth with gilt, wear to extremities, small worn spot to base of front board, small blemish to spine, cracking to rear endpaper, small tear to margin of one plate, near VG., Shackleton's account of the Endurance expedition., 58429, £240.

Shackleton Sir Ernest, South. The Story Of Shackleton's Last Expedition 1914-1917., The Macmillan Company, 1920 US First Edition, xxii, 380pp, 88 illus, folding map, original green cloth with gilt, owner's inscription, private bookplate, two small address ink stamps, light wear to extremities, odd minor blemish to boards, VG., Shackleton's account of the Endurance expedition., 58012, £270.

Taylor Griffith, With Scott. The Silver Lining, Smith, Elder & Co, 1916 First Edition, 464pp, exlibrary, rebound in red buckram binding, pages edges slightly trimmed, complete with all illustrations and maps, maps have been mounted on linen, binding VG, internally soiling on some pages but generally respectable, a few pages with small tears, Good. Very scarce indeed. First edition, first issue, bound without the preface pp.iii-iv., An important primary account of Scott's last expedition, including many illustrations not included in Scott., 55851, £265.


White Adam [Editor], A Collection Of Documents On Spitzbergen & Greenland, Comprising a translation from F. Martens' Voyage To Spitzbergen: A translation from Isaac De La Peyrere's Histoire Du Groenland: and God's power and providence in the preservation of eight men in Greenland nine moneths and twelve dayes., The Hakluyt Society, 1855 First Edition, 288pp, original blue cloth with gilt, ex. University library, sunning to spine, label removal mark to spine, VG-, Works Issued by the Hakluyt Society Series No. XVIII. Founded in 1846, the Hakluyt Society is a registered charity based in London, England, which seeks to advance knowledge and education by the publication of scholarly editions of primary records of voyages, travels and other geographical material. The Society is named after Richard Hakluyt (1552–1616), a collector and editor of narratives of voyages and travels., 48723, £210.
THE SOUTH POLAR TIMES

CENTENARY EDITION
limited to 350 copies

(Four Volumes)


Very few Mint new copies available.

A handsome addition to any collection of Antarctica literature.

Price £840.

4 vols, quarto, original blue decorative cloth with beautiful coloured vignette on the front boards, numerous illustrations (many coloured). Accompanied by a facsimile of the rare original prospectus for volumes 1 and 2.

A beautiful reprint of the three volumes of THE SOUTH POLAR TIMES as originally printed – volumes 1 and 2 in 1907, and volume 3 in 1914. A faithful facsimile of the original edition with all the colour and monochrome illustrations reproduced strictly limited to 350 copies. Plus Volume IV – published for the first time in 2010 and limited to 500 copies, the manuscript had been held by the Scott Polar Research Institute but never previously published.

Started in 1902, THE SOUTH POLAR TIMES was produced in Antarctica on Captain Scott’s epic expeditions on the ‘Discovery’ and ‘Terra Nova’. It is a periodical written, illustrated and edited by members of the expedition – including Ernest Shackleton. It gives a fascinating insight into the life and work of the polar explorers in Antarctica. THE SOUTH POLAR TIMES is one of the scarcest and most desirable books of polar literature.

THE FOLIO SOCIETY EDITION 2002


Reproduced in facsimile for the first time as individual volumes. Printed in full colour to match the original typewriter-ribbon colours. With numerous watercolour paintings, caricatures, silhouettes, photographs and maps. In an attractive presentation box is covered with cloth and accompanied by a comprehensive commentary volume by Ann Savours. The collection is 1224 pages and commentary 232 pages.

THIS IS A MAGNIFICENT REPRODUCTION, OUT OF PRINT BUT WE CAN OFFER A FINE COPY FOR £795.

A FIRST EDITION COPY OF VOLUME III 1914

Cherry-Garrard A.G.B. [editor], The South Polar Times (Volume III only), Smith, Elder & Co., 1914 First Edition, xv, 160pp, original blue decorative cloth, bevelled edges, a.e.g., coloured vignette to front board, very clean indeed, an unusually tight copy, no loose pages as is often the case, VG+. Very scarce especially in this condition. A most attractive copy. This is copy No.255 of 350 copies. Volume III - April to October 1911. Volume III of The South Polar Times is a facsimile reproduction of the original, single issues produced in the Antarctic, created in the same tradition as the first two volumes from the Discovery expedition. The final volume was edited by Apsley Cherry-Garrard during Scott’s last expedition of 1911, and published in 1914., 68030, £1,795.
Sverdrup Otto, *New Land. Four Years In The Arctic Regions (Two Volumes)*, Longmans, Green & Co, 1904 First Edition, 496pp, 504pp, illus, original blue decorative boards, inscr, Volume I - damp speckling to rear board, light wear to extremities, some spots of foxing to spine, internally very clean and tight, VG-. Volume II - some slight damp marks to boards, light wear to extremities, internally very clean and tight, lacking folding maps from the rear, VG-. The second Fram expedition (1898-1902), under the command of Otto Sverdrup, was instructed to advance towards the North Pole through Smith Sound, or to circumnavigate Greenland. Contains descriptions of Ellesmere Island, life at winter quarters, animal life, hunting trips and sledge journeys, accounts of the mapping of the southern and western ledges of Ellesmere Island and the discovery of Axel Heiberg, Ellef Ringnes, Amund Ringnes and King Christian Islands. 53788, £250.


Wild Commander Frank, *Shackleton's Last Voyage. The Story Of The Quest*, Cassell & Co, 1923 First Edition, 372pp, 100 illus, bound in recent light blue quarter leather with raised bands and gilt titling to spine, the decorative illustration from the original front cloth has been pasted on to the front endpaper, some repairs to the half title, slight staining to half title, title page and verso of frontispiece, the index pages have some marks and stains, otherwise a clean copy, the binding is fine, internally near VG and in a colour photocopy of the original dw. 55916, £375.
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More Polar Exploration Titles


Ayres Philip, Mawson. A Life, The Miegunyah Press, 1999 First Edition Australia, xx, 321pp, VG+ in VG+ dw., In the heroic age of polar exploration, Sir Douglas Mawson stands in the first rank. His Antarctic expeditions of 1911-14 and 1929-31 resulted in Australia's claim to 40% of the continent. This is a most comprehensive objective biography. 66842, £22.


Bechervaise John, Antarctica The Last Horizon, Cassell Australia, 1979 First Edition, 138pp, VG+ in VG+ dw, Antarctica is the highest, coldest, stormiest and driest continent on earth. First published as The Far South in 1961 now revised and expanded., 64026, £9.
Basberg Bjorn L, *The Shore Whaling Stations At South Georgia - A Study In Antarctic Industrial Archaeology*, Novas Forlag, 2004 First Edition, 226pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., The history of South Georgia from the early discoveries, the sealing industry of the 19th century, the whaling industry of the 20th century and the development afterwards, when the former whaling stations are now considered cultural heritage., *66541, £50.*

Battersby William, *James Fitzjames. The Mystery Man of the Franklin Expedition*, The History Press, 2010 First Edition, 224pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., The first complete biography of the captain of HMS Erebus. Aged 32 he joined the Franklin Expedition with an already successful Naval career hoping to make his name. He was a charismatic man with a wicked sense of humour, but was also not what he seemed. He concealed several secrets, including the scandal of his birth, the source of his influence and his plans for after the Franklin Expedition. *65416, £15.*


Bellingshausen Capt. Thaddeus, Debenham Frank [Editor], *The Voyage of Captain Bellingshausen to the Antarctic Seas 1819-1821 (Two Volumes)*, Kraus Reprint Limited, 1967 reprint, xxx, 474pp, sunning to spine and rear board, foxing to endpapers, some pencil annotation, near VG. Alan Gurney's copy with his pencil signature to the front endpaper. Gurney was a well known yacht designer and explorer with a passion for the Antarctic., Works Issued by the Hakluyt Society Second Series No. XCI. Founded in 1846, the Hakluyt Society is a registered charity based in London, England, which seeks to advance knowledge and education by the publication of scholarly editions of primary records of voyages, travels and other geographical material. *£135.*


Bernacchi L.C., *Saga Of The Discovery*, Blackie & Son, 1938 First Edition, 240pp, map endpapers, small neat inscription, foxing to foreedges and head of pages, VG in VG+ dw., The story of the ship Discovery and its adventures. She was built in Dundee in 1900 for Scott's Expedition and now rests again in Dundee. 52655, £150.


Borchgrevink C.E., *First On The Antarctic Continent. Being An Account Of The British Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900*, C. Hurst & Co, 1980 reprint, xvi, 333pp, original cloth with gilt, VG+. Borchgrevink recruited Sir George Newnes, the publisher, as a sponsor for this expedition, on board the Southern Cross. His plan was to make deep sea and inshore soundings, collect natural history specimens, make pendulum observations, take meteorological data and attempt to reach Magnetic Pole and South Pole. Borchgrevink had been denigrated by Sir Clements Markham for, as Markham perceived, having usurped funds and priority from the British National Antarctic Expedition. 63979, £50.


Brekke Annemor [editor], *The Place-Names of Svalbard. Skrifter om Svalbard Ishavet, No.80*, Kommisjon Hos Jacob Dybwad, 1942 Edition, 539pp, paperback, fading to spine, ink stamp of a Geological bureau on front cover, number label to spine, near VG. Text in English. A scarce title. The Place-Names of Svalbard was originally published by Norsk Polarinstitutt as Skrifter No.80 in 1942. A supplement followed in 1958. 65370, £95.

Brekke Annemor [editor], *The Place-Names of Svalbard. Skrifter om Svalbard Ishavet, No.80*, Norsk Polarinstitutt, 1991 Edition, 539pp +133pp, pictorial boards, VG+. Text in English. A scarce title. The Place-Names of Svalbard was originally published by Norsk Polarinstitutt as Skrifter No.80 in 1942 with a supplement edition in 1958. This editions combines both publications into one volume. It is a true copy of the old editions as no corrections or additions have been made. 65109, £140.

Brogger W.C. & Rolfsen Nordahl, *Fridtjof Nansen 1861-1893*, Longmans, Green & Co, 1896 First Edition, 402pp, original blue highly decorative boards, professionally recased with new spine and original laid on, maps, illusts, inscription, some foxing occasionally heavy, VG-. Biography with chapters describing Greenland, the ice age, the Norwegian Greenland Expedition, 1888. 32867, £55.


Bryan Rorke, *Ordeal By Ice. Ships of the Antarctic*, Seaforth Publishing, 2011 First Edition, 544pp, 189x247mm, maps, colour photos, black and white photos, hardback, New in dw, label signed by Rorke Bryan to title page., This richly illustrated book is destined to become the reference book on ships of the Antarctic. Surrounded by some of the most hazardous seas, Antarctica was first sighted less than three centuries ago. Since then, hundreds of ships have voyaged in Antarctic waters, challenged by poorly-charted waters, storms, pack ice, icebergs, and disease. This is the story of these ships, the expeditions they supported, and their subsequent history, from the fifteenth-century fleets of the Ming Emperors of China to the tourist ships and powerful icebreakers of today. Using extensive research in archives, museums, libraries and private sources around the world, Rorke Bryan brings the stories of these ships into a single, comprehensive record. This authoritative work fills an important gap in Antarctic literature. A substantial volume, a must have for any polar collection. 63810, £26.
SCOTTISH ARCTIC CLUB

The Scottish Arctic Club are a group of enthusiasts with a common interest in the Arctic regions. Founded in 1970, many of its members have been on expeditions to the arctic and have travelled extensively there.

The main activities of the Club are the Annual Gathering and Supper, the Spring Meet and the Award of Expedition Grants.

Meetings are held in Scotland with members travelling from all over the world to attend.

New members are welcome, for more information and how to join, please see their website www.scottisharcticclub.org.uk.


Bull Colin and Wright Pat F. [editors], Silas. The Antarctic Diaries and Memoir of Charles S. Wright., Ohio State University Press, 1993 First Edition, 418pp, Fine VG+ dw, This collection of journals, memoirs, and letters tells the remarkable story of Robert Falcon Scott's last journey to the Antarctic, as seen through the eyes of Charles S. Wright, the expedition's physicist and glaciologist., 67564, £55.

Bull H. J., The Cruise of the 'Antarctic' to the South Polar Regions, The Paradigm Press / Bluntisham Books, 1984 reprint, 243pp, original highly decorative boards, slight rounding to corners, Fine. A lovely copy of this attractive reprint which retains much of the character of the original First Edition., Bull was a Norwegian businessman who had emigrated to Australia in 1885. He was convinced the whales reportedly found in the Ross Sea by Ross could be taken for profit and returned to Norway convincing Svend Foyn, a whaling magnate, to finance an expedition. The expedition left Melbourne for Antarctica on 28 September 1894, crossing the Antarctic Circle on 25 December, they entered the Ross Sea and landed on Possession Island on 19 January. Borchgrevink was on board as a scientist and discovered lichen on the island which was the first vegetation found south of the Antarctic Circle. The expedition later landed at Cape Adare on 24 January and is considered to be the first documented landing on the Antarctic continent. Borchgrevink claimed to be the first ashore but a similar claim was also made by Captain Kristensen and A. H. F. Tunzeleman, a young New Zealander. The expedition returned to Melbourne in March 1895 a commercial failure although Borchgrevink used it to launch his Antarctic exploits., 66551, £125.


Calvert James F. Comdr. USN, Up Through The Ice Of The North Pole, National Geographic Society, 1959, 1 - 41pp, extract from the National Geographic Magazine, July 1959, in green card covers, VG+, Up through the ice of the North Pole, 45066, £14.


Chapman F. Spencer, Northern Lights. The Official Account Of The British Arctic Air-Route Expedition 1930-1931., Chatto And Windus, 1934 Fourth Printing, 304pp, folding map, spine faded, boards faded and marked, Fair in colour photocopy of original dw., With map and 32 pages of plates, 64584, £19.

Charcot Jean-Baptiste, Towards The South Pole Aboard The "Francais". The First French Expedition To The Antarctic 1903-1905., Bluntisham Books / Erskine Press, 2004 reprint, 247pp, highly decorative boards, hardback, New. A beautifully produced reprint of the original French edition., The first French expedition to the Antarctic set sail in August 1903 under the command of Jean-Baptiste Charcot. He had sailed the waterways of Europe until, in 1902, he visited Iceland and the Faroes. He reached the Arctic Circle and his taste for polar voyaging was established. On his return he commissioned a vessel to be built - Francois. By this stage, although an amateur, Charcot had become quite well known, though Scott referred to him—with possibly a touch of disparagement—as 'the polar gentleman'. In August 1903 he set sail. Charcot had designed the ship so that each man could have a private space of his own and he was particularly proud of his choice of food and wine and the fact that fresh bread was baked three times a week. His diary reveals a man of culture and sensitivity. He charted new coasts and undertook scientific work. This is a fascinating insight into a totally different style of Antarctic exploration. 65137, £38.

Charles Graham, Jones Mark and Waters Marcus, Unclaimed Coast: The first kayak journey around Shackleton's South Georgia, Penguin Group, NZ, 2007 First Edition NZ, 144pp, large paperback, 23x26.5cm landscape, New, signed by Graham Charles., Gripping account of one of the most extreme sea kayak expeditions ever undertaken - the first successful circumnavigation of South Georgia. Unclaimed Coast is an enthralling tale of triumph told by three men passionate about the environment and challenging themselves to the limit. The story covers each leg of their journey and dives into Sth Georgia’s fascinating history and as the island made famous by Sir Ernest Shackleton during his historic rescue journey in 1916. Stunning photography shows a pristine yet often treacherous environment teeming with wildlife. 66527, £36.


Church Ian, Last Port to Antarctica. Dunedin and Port Chalmers: 100 Years of Polar Service., Otago Heritage Books, 1997 First Edition, 136pp, softback, slight ripple to base of a few pages, VG. An uncommon title., This port played a major role in many Antarctic expeditions. 44533, £35.


Coleman-Cooke John, **Discovery II In The Antarctic. The Story Of British Research In The Southern Seas.**, Odhams Press Ltd, 1963 First Edition, 255pp, marks to boards, Good in Good dw., A vivid account of the work of the Discovery II and other British vessels and of the officers and men who sailed them., £23.90, **£11**.

Collier Graham & Collier Patricia Graham, **Antarctic Odyssey. In The Footsteps Of The South Polar Explorers.**, Robinson, 1999 First Edition, 194pp, Fine in VG+ dw., Graham Collier’s journeys capture the spirit of this only unhabited continent, the last great wilderness., **£9**.

Conway Sir Martin, **No Man's Land. A History Of Spitsbergen From Its Discovery In 1596 To The Beginning Of The Scientific Exploration Of The Country**, Damms Antikvariat, 1995 reprint, 377pp, 11 illus, 12 maps, Fine in Fine dw., Results of research over a period of nine years, begun as preliminary studies to the author's expeditions, 1896-97. A well documented account of the discovery of Svalbard, its walrus hunting and whaling history; winterings on west Spitsbergen, the era of Russian trappers, and national expeditions to the archipelago. List of principal voyages recorded 1847-1900; bibliography of the history and geography of Svalbard; the cartography with a chronological list of maps, 1598-1820, and a history of Svalbard nomenclature before the 19th century., £63.491, **£52**.

Crawford Allan, **Tristan Da Cunha and the Roaring Forties.**, Charles Skilton Ltd, 1982 First Edition, 256pp, private bookplate, VG+ in VG dw with sunning to spine., The Author has been associated with Tristan for many years and in many capacities and founder of the smallest army in the world., **£29**.


Cross Wilbur, **Ghost Ship Of The Pole**, William Sloane Associates, 1960 First Edition US, VG in G+ dw some loss to top of spine., £58.5, **£19**.

Crossley Louise [editor], **Trial By Ice. The Antarctic Journals Of John King Davis.**, Bluntisham Books / Erskine Press, 1997 First Edition, 203pp, hardback, map endpapers, hardback, New in dustwrapper., Davis was arguably the greatest of the captains in the age of Antarctic exploration. His seven voyages from 1907 to 1930 gave him unrivalled experience in ice navigation. His caution and natural pessimism often brought him into conflict with expedition leaders such as Douglas Mawson. Taken from his private journals, here for the first time is Davis's account of his major Antarctic voyages., £65.194, **£28**.

Crouse Nellis M., **The Search For The Northwest Passage**, Columbia University Press, 1934 First US Edition, 533pp, 4 illus, folding map, original blue cloth, cracking to endpapers, VG-. An early summary of voyages., **£24**.

Cunnane Jarlath, **Northabout. Sailing the North West and North East Passages**, Collins Press, 2007 reprint, 200pp, bumping to top of rear board, VG in VG+ dw, signed by Jarlath Cunnane and three members of the crew., Eight Irishmen and their 47-foot aluminium boat Northabout sail the North West Passage in 2001 and also the North East Passage in 2004/5., £54.627, **£99**.

Bibliography of Antarctic Exploration. Expedition Accounts from 1768 to 1960


4to, xv, 424pp, original blue cloth with gilt titling, New, signed by the author Larry Conrad.

Only 1000 copies were produced. Each expedition has its own section, which contains a brief expedition account, expedition accomplishments, historical importance, bibliographical information. All entries are cross-referenced to the Antarctic Bibliography, Headland's Chronological List, Renard's Antarctica Auction Catalog, Spence's Antarctic Miscellany, and Scott Polar Research Institute's Collection Number.

This price is unprecedented £35.

Daly Regina W., The Shackleton Letters. Behind The Scenes Of The Nimrod Expedition, The Erskine Press, 2009 First Edition, 360pp, hardback, New in dw. A Limited Edition of 450 copies, individually numbered, with bookplate signed by Regina W. Daly., Ernest Shackleton was obsessed by the Antarctic. He was disappointed at his showing during Scott's Discovery expedition and he wanted to be the first to the South Pole, partly for glory but also because he felt he had to redeem himself. Raising money was fraught with difficulty but in 1907 he finally set sail, aboard the Nimrod. Here, gathered together for the first time, are some 160 letters and telegrams exploring his endeavours to find finance and to prepare for the expedition. His emotions are revealed through personal correspondence with Scott, Dr Edward Wilson, Sir Clements Markham and many others. The last section of the book reproduces Shackleton's intimate letters to his wife, Emily, and to Elspeth Beardmore, for whom he had a deep affection. Many of these letters have never before been published., 65161, £28.

De Bray Emile Frederic, Barr William [Editor], A Frenchman In Search Of Franklin. De Bray's Arctic Journal 1852-1854., University of Toronto Press, 1992 First Canadian Printing, 339pp, Fine in Fine dw., Emile Frederic De Bray left London in 1852 on board the Resolute as part of Sir Edward Belcher's Arctic Squadron searching for Sir John Franklin and his men. Cape de Bray on the northwest coast of Melville Island commemorates the efforts of this intrepid French officer, who gained the respect of his fellows, was made a Chevalier of the legion d'honneur by Napoleon III, and was awarded the Arctic Medal by Queen Victoria. This account publishes De Bray's diaries for the first time, and editor, William Barr, provides an introduction, postscript and extensive notes., 64955, £26.


With The "Aurora" In The Antarctic 1911-1914


Mawson and Davis became closely acquainted during Shackleton's 1907-9 expedition, and Mawson later recruited Davis to be captain of the Aurora on the 1911-14 Australasian Antarctic Expedition. Originally published in a small edition in 1919 this is the record of the voyages of Aurora in Southern Waters, written from a sailor's point of view. Built in 1876 as an Arctic whaler Aurora, though old and battered, captained by Davis, managed three Antarctic voyages in support of Mawson and his men. This attractive facsimile of the original edition makes a scarce and fascinating book readily available. £36

Debenham Frank, In The Antarctic. Stories Of Scott's Last Expedition., The Erskine Press, 1998 reprint, 146pp, decorative boards, New, no dustwrapper was issued., Frank Debenham was a member of the scientific staff on Scott's 1910 expedition. He conceived the idea for a Polar Institute whilst sitting in Shackleton's hut at Cape Royds and after the death of the polar party he campaigned for a living memorial to Scott. On 26th November 1920 the Scott Polar Research Institute came into being and Frank Debenham was its first director. When he returned from the Antarctic in 1913 he resolved not to publish any reminiscences but at the urging of many friends he published, in 1952, IN THE ANTARCTIC which deals chiefly with the three years he spent there. 65260, £15.


Doorly Gerald S., The Voyages Of The 'Morning'., Bluntisham Books / Erskine Press, 1995 reprint, 224pp, decorative boards, Fine. Only 500 copies produced. A lovely reprint capturing much of the character of the original with embossed penguin to front board matching that of the First Edition., Doorly was Third Officer on Scott's relief ship the Morning in 1902-3 and 1903-4, serving under Capt. William Colbeck, who had sailed with Borchgrevink, and under Second Officer Edward Evans. Colbeck was going to write an account of the voyages but when this didn't happen Doorly undertook the effort. He produced not only a very interesting, pleasant and readable firsthand account but also one of the scarcest books of Antarctic exploration. The book records the discovery of Scott Island and the first landing on Beaufort Island, and personal impressions of the Southern party upon their return. 67063, £75.

Doran Peter T., Lyons W. Berry and McKnight Diane M. [editors], Life in Antarctic Deserts and other Cold Dry Environments. Astrobiological Analogs, Cambridge University Press, 2010 First Edition, 307pp, pictorial boards, New., The McMurdo Dry Valleys form the largest relatively ice free area on the Antarctic continent. The perennially ice covered lakes, ephemeral streams, and extensive areas of exposed soil are subject to low temperatures, limited precipitation, and salt accumulation. The dry valleys thus represent a region where life approaches its environmental limits. This unique ecosystem has been studied for decades as an analog to environments on other planets. For the first time, the detailed terrestrial research of the dry valleys is brought together and presented from an astrobiological perspective. 63366, £29.

Dufferin Lord, **Letters From High Latitudes being Some Account of a Voyage in 1856, in the Schooner Yacht "Foam" to Iceland, Jan Meyen and Spitzbergen**, John Murray, 1902 Eleventh Impression, xxiv, 248pp, original blue cloth with gilt, VG+. An attractive bright copy,. Account of the yacht's cruise in the Greenland Sea, along the west coast of West Spitsbergen to 80°N, and return to Norway, during June - Aug 1856. 50624, £34.


Ellsberg Commander Edward, **Hell On Ice. The Saga Of The 'Jeannette'**, Dodd, Mead & Co, 1938 First Edition US, 421pp, original decorative boards, map endpapers with light foxing, VG in near Good dw with fading to spine., On the basis of his reading and research Ellsberg describes the drift, the party's trip over ice to Lena delta. A vivid and informative albeit secondhand account of the Jeannette expedition, the first expedition to seek the North Pole by way of the Behring Sea. 59644, £18.

Ellwood Rev. T., **The Book of the Settlement of Iceland**, T. Wilson, Kendal, 1898 First Edition, xxxi, 244pp, list of subscribers, folding map, original blue cloth with gilt titling, small private bookplate, foxing to endpapers. light wear to extremities, VG+. Translated from the Original Icelandic of Ari The Learned. A scarce title. 55980, £65.

Escher Arthur & Watt W. Stuart [editors], **Geology of Greenland**, The Geological Survey of Greenland, 1976 First Edition, 603pp, ex college library, very clean indeed, near VG in colour photocopy of original dw., A most in depth and comprehensive account of all aspects of Greenland's geology. Greenland is noted for its extensive areas of Precambrian rocks which include the oldest dated rocks in the world. It occupies a key position in the North Atlantic region, the geological divisions and faunal provinces represented providing important links between North America and Europe in all geological periods from the Precambrian to the Recent. 65400, £59.

Fiennes Ranulph, **Captain Scott**, Hodder & Stoughton, 2003 First Edition, 508pp, Fine in Fine dw. For the first time Scott's story is told by someone who has experienced the deprivations, the stress and the sheer physical pain that Scott lived through. 67251, £11.

Fiennes Ranulph, **To The Ends Of The Earth**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1984 reprint, 320pp, VG+ in VG+ dustwrapper, SIGNED and dated by Ranulph Fiennes. 63099, £18.


Fiske Willard, **Bibliographical Notices VI. Books printed In Iceland 1578-1844. A Fourth Supplement to The British Museum Catalogue with a General Index to the Four Supplements**, Ithaca, New York, 1907 First Edition, 48pp, stapled booklet, a little tender and loosening, some staining to front, Good. A scarce item., I have credited this item to Willard Fiske as he authored the previous Bibliographical Notices, although he died in 1904. 59487, £69.

Fletcher Joseph, **Three Months On An Arctic Ice Island**, National Geographic Society, 1956, 489 504pp, extract from the National Geographic Magazine April 1953, in green card cover, VG+, Floating on a Glacial Fragment, U.S. Air Force Scientists Probe Top-of-the-World Mysteries within 100 Miles of the Pole. 45063, £14.

Forbes Charles S., **Iceland; its Volcanoes, Geysers, and Glaciers**, John Murray, 1860 First Edition, ix. 335pp, half green leather binding with raised bands and marbled boards, some loss from rear folding map, leather spine label worn off, Good+. 68006, £125.


Fricker Dr.Karl, *The Antarctic Regions*, Swan Sonnenschein & Co, 1900 First Edition, 292pp, original burgundy decorative cloth, sunning to spine, foxing to endpapers, very clean internally, first signs of cracking to front endpaper, VG. 7380, £95.


Ford Mr. C. Reginald, *Farthest South*, The Erskine Press, 2016, 4pp, New.. A coloured reproduction of 4pp, 29x22cm, advertisement for the graphic lecture ‘Farthest South’ presented by Ford in Australia and promoted by J.C. Williamson. 63604, £8.

Ford C. Reginald, *Leaves From a Diary kept on Board an Exploring Vessel*, The Erskine Press, 2015 reprint, This item was First published by Whitcombe & Tombs as No.7 in the New Zealand Booklet Series, 1906. It is now presented in black gift box with the cover of the booklet laid on the lid. It is accompanied by a 12pp pamphlet of biographical details, newspaper articles and pictures, 'Charles Reginald Ford 1880-1972: notes on an adventurous life' by Crispin de Boos; a coloured reproduction of 4pp advertisement for the graphic lecture 'Farthest South' presented by Ford in Australia; and two reproduction Antarctic postcards. Ford's booklet is 32pp, with 13 illustrations, the cover is linen-textured card. Only 400 copies have been produced., This is probably the rarest of all first-hand accounts of Scott's Discovery Expedition. Ford was a steward on the expedition and is notable mainly for being the first man to break his leg skiing in the Antarctic. Upon the Expedition's return Ford acted as Scott's secretary during the leader's lecture tour. Some of his photographs were used by Scott in The Voyages of the 'Discovery'. He moved to New Zealand in 1906 and began to study architecture and later became a partner in one of that country's most prestigious firms. Antarctica was published privately in 1908 and this is a facsimile of his original booklet. Ford, in a letter to a friend in 1963, confirmed that Scott himself gave him permission firstly to lecture in England and then later in Canada and Australia and also to write a book. 65238, £34.


Glen A. R., *Young Men in the Arctic. The Oxford University Arctic Expedition to Spitsbergen 1933*, Faber and Faber, 1935 First Edition, 329pp, illusts, folding map, original blue cloth, owner's signature, light foxing to endpapers. £65.


Grant Jamie, *Summer In South Georgia*, Watermill Books, 2016 First Edition, 137pp, New, Limited Edition of only 600 numbered copies, signed by Jamie Grant. Writer and photographer Jamie Grant captures the magic of an austral summer on this island at the end of the world, where he was Artist In Residence for the South Georgia Heritage Trust. £19.


Grosvenor G & McKnew T.W., *We Followed Peary To The Pole*, National Geographic Society, 1953, 469-484pp, extract from the National Geographic Magazine October 1953 in green card covers, VG+. £16.


TWO BOOKS ON THE SIRIUS PATROL

SIRIUS. A Watchful Eye in the North
Peter Bondo Christensen & Magnus Elander
2018 First Edition, 208pp. Hardback, New in dustwrapper. We may have some signed copies available.

Stunning imagery and gripping accounts of life on the patrol. First published in Danish in 2009 it is now available in English for the first time. A most impressive item we feel privileged to have available. With dogs and wooden sleds, twelve men from the Danish Armed Forces patrol the vast reaches of Northeast Greenland. For nearly seventy years, Sled Patrol Sirius has enforced the kingdom’s sovereignty in the inhospitable, desolate landscapes of this enormous region in the high Arctic. £40.

One Thousand Days With Sirius. The Greenland Sledge Patrol
Peter Schmidt Mikkelsen

Account of life and work with the Sirius Sledge Patrol in North and Northeast Greenland 1977-1980.

The Sirius Sledge Patrol is a defence unit created in 1950 under administration of the Danish Defence Command. It comprises of 14 soldiers, their aim is to maintain Danish sovereignty in North and North East Greenland, police the Northeast Greenland National Park, and conduct military surveillance over 160,000 square kilometres by dog sledge. £12.


Herbert Sir Wally, *The Polar World. The Unique Vision of Sir Wally Herbert.*, Polarworld, 2007 First Edition, 128pp, full colour images, new in dw. Sir Wally Herbert passed away on 12 June 2007 just days after seeing the first copies of this his final book. He was arguably the greatest explorer of our time., This stunning book captures the spirit of the Polar World. This superb collection of Sir Wally's paintings together with personal anecdotes of his experiences. This is a vital contribution to polar literature and a must for any collector. £16.


Herbert Wally, *Eskimos*, Collins Publishers, 1978 Second Impression, 128pp, pictorial boards, VG+, signed on the title page by Wally Herbert., The book is about a people whose culture, fast becoming a lost way of life, is still close enough to allow for the book to be based on personal experience. 58424, £28.


Hermannsson Halldor, *Catalogue of the Icelandic Collection Bequeathed by Willard Fiske. Additions 1913-1926*, Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell University, 1927 First Edition, 284pp, in original paper wrappers and then bound in grey cloth with gilt titling, ex college library, a few stamps but very clean indeed, VG., The Fiske Icelandic Collection is one of the three largest collections on Icelandic literature and civilization. Daniel Willard Fiske, 1831-1904, was a professor at Cornell University, New York, and became their first librarian. An accomplished linguist and an inveterate book collector he began building his Icelandic library while still a young student. He bequeathed the collection to Cornell and it came to the University Library in 1905. The collection has quadrupled in size during its first century at Cornell, and the acquisition program is still active today. Halldór Hermannsson, became first curator of the Collection and compiled the Catalogue of the Icelandic Collection bequeathed by Willard Fiske, 1914, which is still considered one of the outstanding achievements of Icelandic bibliography. This is a facsimile reprint of the First Edition published in 1914 and is a fantastic reference for anyone at all interested in Icelandic literature containing over 9000 entries. It also includes books added to the Collection up to the end of 1912. £45.

Hermelo Ricardo S. & Sobral Jose M. & Fliess Felipe, *When the Corvette Uruguay was Dismasted. The Return of the Uruguay from the Antarctic in 1903.*, Adelie Books, 2004 First Edition, xii, 24pp, hardback, marbled boards, no dustwrapper issued, New., Most Antarctic polar buffs are familiar with the Swedish Antarctic Expedition of 1901-4 under the leadership of Otto Nordenskjöld, but because all of the primary sources are in Spanish and Swedish few are familiar with the interesting homeward bound journey aboard the Argentinean relief vessel Uruguay. The ship was severely damaged in a storm north of the South Shetland Islands, and just what transpired between the Argentinean and Swedish staffs became a matter of intriguing controversy and pride for the Argentineans. Edited by Michael H. Rosove. One of only 250 copies. 61528, £32.


Hussey Dr L.D.A., *South With Shackleton*, Sampson Low, 1951 New Imp, 182pp, original grey cloth, light edge wear, slight fading to boards, small ink mark to bottom corner of rear board, VG in colour photocopy of original dw., A most scarce title relating Shackleton's Endurance Expedition. Hussey's banjo playing did much to keep up the spirits of the expedition members., 55935, £125.

Hussey Dr L.D.A., *South With Shackleton*, Sampson Low, 1951 New Imp, 182pp, original grey cloth, ex school library, faint sellotape residue marks to boards, very clean internally, VG in VG dw with small label removal mark to spine and slight soiling to rear., 34231, £135.


Joyce Ernest E. Mills, *The South Polar Trail. The Log of the Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition*, The Erskine Press, 2017 reprint, 220pp, 61 photographs, hardback, blue cloth, New in dustwrapper. This facsimile edition is limited to only 300 individually numbered copies. An excellent reprint of a very scarce title., A primary account of the Ross Sea shore party of Shackleton's Endurance Expedition 1914-1917. Their task was to lay dumps to the pole for Shackleton's southern party. This less told story from the expedition is equally harrowing. £29.

King H.G.R. [editor], *The Wicked Mate. The Antarctic Diary Of Victor Campbell.*, Bluntisham Books/ Erskine Press, 2001 reprint, 192pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., In 1910 Scott sent six men, the Northern Party, under the command of Lieutenant Victor Campbell, to explore along the coast of King Edward VII Land. After a successful 10 months at Cape Adare they moved to Inexpressible island, as stormy and desolate place a place as could be found anywhere on the planet. The failure of the relief ship to collect them at the end of the summer left them marooned with no hut and little food. Campbell kept all the men alive through the winter in a snow cave. After the winter, Campbell led the men 230 miles back to Cape Evans, only to learn of the death of Scott. £28.

Kohl-Larsen Ludwig, *South Georgia. Gateway To Antarctica.*, Bluntisham Books / Erskine Press, 2003 First Edition, 294pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., South Georgia had been the gateway to the Antarctic for many of the early expeditions to the continent. Ludwig Kohl-Larsen first visited the island in 1911 as a doctor on the Otto Nordenskjold expedition. Seeing South Georgia kindled in him an enthusiasm for returning to the Antarctic. He married Captain Larsen's daughter and used his close connection with the Larsen family to return, firstly in 1924 on board the first whaling factory ship (Sir James Clark Ross) and then, in 1929, to travel around South Georgia and film the wildlife. He spent a summer camped in various parts of the island, exploring the interior on skis, collecting specimens and filming. This is the story of this private expedition, translated for the first time from the German. 65144, £26.

Laing John, *An Account of a Voyage To Spitzbergen; Containing A Full Description Of That Country, Of The Zoology Of The North, And Of The Shetland Isles; with an Account of the Whale Fishery.*, K Book Editions, 1973 reprint, 173pp, blue cloth, exlibrary, number to spine, a couple of small ink stamps but very clean internally, slight lean to spine, new endpapers, Good+ in VG- dw with scuffing to spine due to label removal. A facsimile of the 1815 First Edition., Results of the author's voyages in the Greenland Sea as ship surgeon on whalers in 1806-7. Appendix contains an historical account of whale fisheries; important observations on variation of the compass; extracts from Mr Scoresby's paper on 'Polar Ice'., £85.


Lillie Harry R., *The Path Through Penguin City*, Ernest Benn, 1955 First Edition, 302pp, illusts, maps, inscription, VG+ in VG dw with slight edge wear., Dr. Lillie went to the Antarctic as surgeon to a whaling fleet. This is the story of why he went and what he saw. He was appalled by the cruelty and it began a life long crusade. Furthermore Lillie's descriptions of the wild life of the ocean are as fascinating as they are instructive., £28.

Lindsay Martin, *Three Got Through Memoirs Of An Arctic Explorer*, Falcon Press, 1946 First Edition, 262pp, VG+ in near VG price clipped dw with very small chip on rear and a little very faint foxing., The story of three men who made a record Arctic journey of 1,200 miles, discovering 250 miles of new mountains, eventually reached the coast after 103 days' sledging, with two and a half days food in hand., £38.


Lockett Andrew, Munro Neil, Wells David [Editors], *H.M.S. Endurance 1981-82 Deployment. A Season Of Conflict.*, Ministry of Defence, 1983 First Edition, 141pp, large paperback, VG+. A scarce item., This book was written as a record for those men who have served on HMS Endurance and have shared the privilege of visiting the most amazing continent in the world. They have sacrificed many months away from their families to show the flag for the United Kingdom, bring reassurance to the Falkland Islands, and contribute to the difficult scientific work amidst the ice and loneliness of the Antarctic. £150.

Ludecke Cornelia & Summerhayes Colin, *The Third Reich In Antarctica. The German Antarctic Expedition 1938-39*, Bluntisham Books / Erskine Press, 2012 First Edition, 259pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., The origins of the Third German Antarctic Expedition lie in a combination of the aspirations of German scientists to contribute to exploring and understanding the Antarctic environment, and the Nazi Party's drive for self-sufficiency on the road to war. Nazi German flags were placed on the sea ice along the coast and the area was named Neu Schwabenland after the ship. This is the story of an ambitious and little-known expedition, which set out to map a large piece of Antarctica from the air, and in the process discovered an 800 km long mountain range and previously unsuspected freshwater lakes. £26.
FANTASTIC GREENLAND BOOK – by Peter Schmidt Mikkelsen

North-East Greenland 1908-60. The Trapper Era
SIGNED COPY


A magnificent publication packed with a huge wealth of useful information and historical interest both of which are superbly illustrated.

At last we have an English edition of Nordøstgrønland 1908-60 - Fangstmandsperioden. This updated and enlarged translation of the classic Danish edition from 1994 has been published in response to the request of the increasing number of English-speaking scientists, adventurers and tourists visiting North-East Greenland.

Price £55


M‘Clintock Capt R.N., *The Voyage Of The 'Fox' In The Arctic Seas. A Narrative Of The Discovery Of The Fate Of Sir John Franklin And His Companions*, John Murray, 1869 Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 336pp, original blue cloth, wear to extremities, cracking to front endpaper but secure, VG-, Narrative of the bold adventure which has successfully revealed the last discoveries and the fate of Franklin., 48421, £52.

McOrist Wilson, *Shackleton's Heroes. The epic story of the men who kept the Endurance Expedition alive.*, The Robson Press, 2015 First Edition, 362pp, hardback New in dustwrapper., The heroes in this book are the six men who were in the support party placing food depots for Shackleton's planned crossing of Antarctica in 1915. A new detailed account of this less told but no less epic struggle for survival., 63813, £11.


Mill Hugh R., *The Life Of Sir Ernest Shackleton*, Heinemann, 1924 New Impression, 312pp, 20 illusts, 4 maps, original blue cloth with gilt, couple of blemishes to front board, owner's signature, foreedge foxing, VG.

Mill Hugh R., *The Siege Of The South Pole. The Story of Antarctic Exploration*, Alston Rivers Ltd, 1905 First Edition, xvi, 450p, original green boards with black titling, wear to head and tail of spine, owner's signature, minor annotation to rear endpaper, moderate foxing to foreedges and endpapers, heavy foxing to half title and to a few pages, one plate reproduced, Good++, A Classic. The finest overview of Antarctic exploration ever written and an essential reference work, its value not having lessened over time. Mill, who had been librarian of the Royal Geographical Society, melded thirty years of research, reflection, and contact with the most prominent polar people of his day together with his eloquent writing abilities in the production of this important Antarctic bibliographical work., 67067, £125.
Mills Hugh Robert, *The Life Of Sir Ernest Shackleton*, Heinemann, 1923 First Edition, 312pp, 4 maps, original blue cloth with gilt, some minor blemishes to boards, owner’s name and address to front endpaper, light foreedge foxing, VG+. 55184, £95.

Mills Leif, *Frank Wild*, Caedmon of Whitby, 2007 reprint, 343pp, New, pictorial boards no dw issued. Only 200 copies of the reprint are available so please be quick to avoid disappointment. A well researched biography, and the only biography of Frank Wild. He undertook more antarctic exploration voyages then any of his contemporaries. 33502, £39.


Moneta Jose Manuel, *Four Antarctic Years in the South Orkney Islands. An Annotated Translation of ‘Cuatro Años en las Orcadas del Sur’*, Bernard Quaritch Ltd, 2017 First Edition UK, 440pp, 84 illusts, 4 maps, 2 plans, paperback, New, signed by the editor Robert Headland., One man’s fascinating record of four winters in the Antarctic during the 1920s. The Argentine José Manuel Moneta (1900-1973) chronicles in words and photographs the many and varied aspects of life on a Southern Ocean island which few visit even today. José Manuel Moneta’s account of the South Orkney Islands was originally written in Spanish and published in twelve editions from 1939 to 1963. This is the first English translation, by Kathleen Skilton and Kenn Back, of what is still the only autobiographic account of the South Orkney Islands. R.K. Headland has added copious supplementary material ranging from maps and notes to a bibliography and an index. £45.

Morton Arthur S., *A History Of The Canadian West To 1870-71.*, Thomas Nelson, No Date, 987pp, uncut page edges, light marks to spine, foxing to endpapers, VG, A history of Rupert’s Land (The Hudson’s Bay Company’s Territory) and of the North-West Territory (including the Pacific Slope), 58333, £55.

Morrelement Allan & Riffenburgh Beau, *Mertz & I … The Antarctic Diary of Belgrave Edward Sutton Ninnis*, The Erskine Press, 2014 First Edition, 448pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper. Individually numbered, only 400 copies., On 10 November 1912, the Far Eastern Party, consisting of three men and seventeen dogs set off on a sledging trip. The men were Douglas Mawson, Xavier Mertz and Belgrave Ninnis. Two of these men tragically died, and only the leader, Douglas Mawson, returned after what has been described as the greatest survival story in the history of exploration. It is evident from his diary that the young Ninnis was determined to follow in his father’s steps as a polar explorer. Inside the diary is the story of a young man and his determined and ultimately successful attempt to become a polar explorer. It is a continuous record, from March 1908 to the final entry on 9 November 1912, though this book concentrates on his Antarctic endeavours. 65189, £26.

ANTARCTIC DAYS - A FANTASTIC REPRINT OF A VERY SCARCE TITLE

Antarctic Days. Sketches of the homely side of Polar life by two of Shackleton’s men.

Murray James & Marston George,

The Erskine Press, 2012 reprint, 199pp, 4 colour illusts, 37 black and white illusts, original decorative boards, hardback, New in dustwrapper which closely matches the original.

A facsimile Limited Edition of 280 individually numbered copies. Superbly produced to capture the character and quality of the original Deluxe Edition published in 1913 which was also of 280 copies. Antarctic Days is a fine complement to the other two significant titles relating to Shackleton’s Nimrod Expedition of 1907-9, ‘The Heart of the Antarctic’ and ‘Aurora Australis’, and is one of the most sought after Antarctic titles. James Murray was the biologist in charge of base camp and George Marston was the expedition artist. The two authors spin yarns of personal and human experiences of the expedition with gentle humour and a gift of storytelling.

Was £110, now a giveaway price £45.

Mott Peter, Wings Over Ice. An Account of The Falkland Islands And Dependencies Aerial Survey Expedition 1955-57., Peter Mott, 1986 First Edition, 167pp, card cover, New, More than a quarter of a century before the Falklands War took place, the dispute with Argentina and Chile over sovereignty of the Falklands and the British Dependencies in Antarctica had underlined the need for accurate maps. Consequently in 1955 the Government decided to fund a special expedition to undertake air photography and land-based control of Grahamland, now referred to as the Antarctic Peninsula. Peter Mott was assigned to organise and lead the expedition, which ultimately surveyed 35,000 square miles of hitherto unmapped territory., 66602, £19.


Nansen Fridtjof, In Northern Mists. Arctic Exploration In Early Times (Two Volumes), Heinemann, 1911 First Edition, xi, 384pp, 416pp, original blue highly decorative cloth, coloured insert for the frontispiece of volume II lacking, foxing to endpapers, just light wear to extremities, VG., The Arctic before Pytheas of Massalia, his voyage to Thule, the era after his explorations, the early Middle Ages, King Alfred, Ottar, Finns, Lapps, early settlements, voyages of the Norsemen, discovery of Iceland and Greenland, Wineland, the Fortunate Isles and the discovery of America., 62714, £120.

Nansen Fridtjof, Through Siberia - The Land Of The Future, William Heinemann, 1914 First Edition, 478pp, later quarter leather, exlibrury, owner's signature, whilst exlibrury it has very few marks and is very clean indeed, VG. Nansen was looking for a new route via the Kara Sea with a view to improving access to the various resources of Siberia for the benefit of Western Europe. £69


Nurminen John Foundation, **The Northeast Passage. From The Vikings To Nordenskiold.** Helsinki University Library, 1992 First Edition, 286pp, VG+ in VG+ dw. A most substantial volume., With many illustrations and photographs and a rare selection of maps., £100.

Olafsson Eggert & Palsson Bjarni, **Travels in Iceland by Eggert Olafsson and Bjarni Palsson Performed 1752-1757 by order of his Danish majesty**, Bokautgafan Om og Orlygr, 1975 reprint, 186pp, original brown cloth with gilt in attractive decorative slipcase, VG+. Containing observations on the manners and customs of the inhabitants, a description of the lakes, rivers, glaciers, hot-springs and volcanoes; of the various kinds of earths, stones, fossils and petrifications; as well as of the animals, insects and fishes. Eggert Olafsson (1726-1768) and Bjarni Pálsson (1719-1779) received a special grant from the Danish government to travel around Iceland for five years from 1752 in order to investigate natural phenomena, describe the general condition of the inhabitants, and make proposals as to how best to improve their condition of life. Their findings were published in Danish in 1772, and English in 1805. This work represents the first authoritative and comprehensive description of Iceland and Icelanders. £55.

Parry Capt William Edward, **Journal Of A Second Voyage For The Discovery Of A North-West Passage From The Atlantic To The Pacific; Performed In The Years 1821-22-23, In His Majesty's Ships Fury And Hecla.** Greenwood Press, 1969 US rep, xxx, 571pp, maps, panoramas, one folding map has tear repaired, VG+. A scarce quality reprint., Parry sailed through Hudson and Frozen Straits, explored Repulse Bay and on to Lyon Inlet. After wintering at Winter Island he sailed northward discovering Fury and Hecla Strait and spent the second winter at Igloolik. The deteriorating health of his crew forced him to return home in October 1823. Parry's journey gives a detailed account of the voyage and explorations along the coast of northeastern Melville Peninsula and southern Cockburn Land., £105.

Parry Capt William Edward, **Journal Of A Voyage For The Discovery Of A North-West Passage From The Atlantic To The Pacific; Performed In The Years 1819-20, In His Majesty's Ships Hecla And Griper. With An Appendix, Containing The Scientific and Other Observations**, Greenwood Press, 1968 US rep, xxix, 310pp, cxlixix, plus xii, 132pp of the North Georgia Gazette and Winter Chronicle, original brown cloth, light foreedge foxing, VG+. A scarce quality reprint., The Hecla and Griper, May 1819 - October 1820, sailed up Baffin Bay, through Lancaster Sound and Barrow Strait to the south side of Melville Island where they wintered and returned to England by the same route the following year. The expedition discovered and penetrated a short distance into Prince Regent's Inlet, discovered Banks Island, and surveyed the south shores of Barrow Strait., £120.

Peary Robert E., **The North Pole**, Time Life Books, 1985 rep, 326pp, imitation leather binding, a.e.g., mint copy., Peary's last expedition 1908-09, the voyage of the 'Roosevelt' through the ice of Smith Sound-Robeson Channel to winter quarters at Camp Jesup, Cape Sheridan on Ellesmere Island. Hunting, sledging and the final march to the Pole., £16.

Peary Robert E., **The North Pole**, Hodder & Stoughton, 1910 First Edition, 326pp, 116 illus, original decorative boards, head of spine worn, a few blemishes to front board, cracking to endpapers, Good. £47.

Perkins Roger, **Operation Paraquat. The Battle for South Georgia**, Picton Publishing, 1986 First Edition, 260pp, VG in VG dw. An absorbing and deeply researched account of the dramatic naval and military actions on and around South Georgia during the 1982 Anglo-Argentine war. It was South Georgia and not the Falkland Islands which became the focal point for diplomatic and military efforts immediately prior to the outbreak of war. Operation Paraquat was the code name for the British plan to repossess the island. £19.
The Japanese South Polar Expedition 1910-12.
A Record of Antarctica.

The Japanese Antarctic Expedition, 1910-12, under the leadership of army lieutenant Nobu Shirase was the first exploration of Antarctic territory by Japan. The entire trip south was dogged by poor weather and when the coast of Victoria Land was finally sighted conditions were so bad that a landing was impossible. They sailed on through the Ross Sea only to find even worse ice and soon it was impossible to go any further. The expedition sailed some 27,000 miles since leaving Japan and despite not reaching the Pole, they achieved many of their other goals.

£32


Ponting Herbert G., The Great White South or With Scott In The Antarctic, Gerald Duckworth, 1947 rep. 306pp, 132 illus, VG+ in Good+ rubbed dw with some tears, This is the classic account of Captain Scott's last unique expedition to the South Pole, told by the photographer attached to the expedition, illustrated with 96 of his own unique photographs., 46871, £25.


Priestley Raymond E., Antarctic Adventure. Scott's Northern Party, C. Hurst & Co, 1974 rep, 382pp, VG+ in VG price clipped dw., A gripping read covering two winters (Cape Adare and Inexpressible Island) and journey back to Ross Island to rescue themselves after the second winter. The six member party had courage, spirit and tenacity - the alternative was death., 63765, £58.


Richards R.W., The Ross Sea Shore Party 1914-17, Bluntisham Books / Erskine Press, 2003 reprint, 44pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., This is the only account of Shackleton's Ross Sea shore party other than Joyce's 'The South Polar Trail' and Shackleton's secondhand summary in 'South'. Richards published after a lapse of 45 years, mainly for the benefit of his family, but also because he wasn't satisfied with Joyce's account. Richards had left his sledging diary behind at Cape Evans when the men hurriedly left in 1917. When New Zealand's Huts Restoration Committee cleared the ice out of the Cape Evans hut in 1960/61, Richard's diary was found on his bunk and returned to him. 65141, £16.

Ronne Captain Finn, Antarctica, My Destiny. A Personal History by the Last of the Great Polar Explorers., Hastings House Publishers, 1979 First Edition US, 278pp, Fine in VG+ dw, During nine trips to Antarctica Finn Ronne logged more miles on skis and sledging with dog teams and discovered more territory than any man before or since. 52757, £20.
Riffenburgh Beau, *Aurora. Douglas Mawson And The Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911-14.*, The Erskine Press, 2011 First Edition, 525pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper.. In 1911 Douglas Mawson organised and led the Australasian Expedition. It was responsible for exploration of vastly more territory than any other Antarctic expedition. It consisted of three land bases operated by 32 men, seven major sledging journeys, and a full oceanographic programme in addition to its shore based scientific studies. Yet what was intended by Mawson to be a scientific exercise devoid of heroic adventure, also proved to be a tale of death, determination, and raw courage. Sir Edmund Hillary once described it as ‘the greatest survival story in the history of exploration’. £26.


Rosove Michael H., *Let Heroes Speak. Antarctic Explorers, 1772-1922*, Naval Institute Press, 2000 First Edition, 358pp, bump to bottom corners, VG+ in VG+ dw,. Drawing from more than two hundred sources, this book is filled with fascinating facts and a wealth of photographs and maps. Rosove takes a refreshingly different approach from other writers, weaving together the explorers’ own inspiring accounts with a narrative that puts readers in the midst of events. £36.

Ross Captain Sir James Clark, *A Voyage of Discovery and Research in the Southern and Antarctic Regions during the years 1839-43. (Two Volumes)*, David & Charles, 1969 rep, 366pp, 447pp, some damp spotting to boards, internally fine, VG in VG+ dustwrappers. When Captain James Ross sailed from England in command of HMS Erebus and HMS Terror in 1839, practically nothing was known of the great Antarctic continent. 65562, £120.

Roy Iain Brownlie, *Beyond The Imaginary Gates. Journeys In The Fjord Region Of North East Greenland*, Dewi Lewis Publishing, 2004 First Edition, 165pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, signed by Iain Roy. A magnificent book superbly illustrated with black and white images from over 15 years of adventurous journeys to this remote Arctic wilderness. The marvellous landscape photography conveys the stark beauty of this remote land and also traces the remnants of life in these barren lands, once the home of an Inuit tribe and that of early 20th century hunters. £20.

Sandler Martin W., *Resolute. The Epic Search For The Northwest Passage and John Franklin, and The Discovery Of The Queen’s Ghost Ship*, Sterling Publishing, 2006 First US Edition, 3rd Printing, 299pp, hardback, VG+ in VG+. This is the story of the frenzied search for the Holy Grail of trade routes, the disappearance of Sir John Franklin and his 128 men, and the longest and largest, and in the end, most controversial search and rescue mission ever organised. £11.


Seaver George, *'Birdie' Bowers Of The Antarctic*, John Murray, 1938 reprint, 270pp, original blue cloth, light foxing to prelims and foreedges, VG in Good dw with chip to head of spine. Apsley Cherry-Garrard, with whom Bowers undertook the frightful Winter Journey to Cape Crozier, remarked that his "capacity for work was prodigious", and that "There was nothing subtle about him. He was transparently simple, straightforward, and unselfish". Scott wrote in his dairy of Bowers that "he is the hardest traveller that ever undertook a Polar journey as well as one of the most undaunted"., *58427*, **£29**.


Shackleton Emily & Mill Hugh Robert, *Rejoice My Heart: The Making of H. R. Mill's 'The Life of Sir Ernest Shackleton'. The Private Correspondence of Emily Shackleton and Hugh Robert Mill*, Adelie Books, 2007 First Edition, 142pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper. One of only 500 copies., Just over three months after Sir Ernest Shackleton's death, Emily Shackleton invited Hugh Robert Mill to write Sir Ernest's biography. Mill accepted immediately and he and Emily then communicated frequently by mail to create the biography a mere twelve months later. Their correspondence reveals facts about Sir Ernest, his family, and associates not found in the published works. It is the only book published which sheds any light on the character of Emily Shackleton, who was indeed a remarkable woman. The correspondence is expertly annotated by Michael H. Rosove., *£24*.


Shackleton Sir Ernest, *The Heart Of The Antarctic*, Heinemann, 1910 rep, 368pp, original decorative boards, sunning to spine, a few worn spots to edge of spine, inscription, water damage to inside front cover, some water staining to front endpaper, Good., *37972*, **£36**.

Shepherd C. W., *The North-West Peninsula of Iceland: Being the Journal of a Tour in Iceland in the Spring and Summer of 1862*, Longmans, Green, And Co., 1867 First Edition, 162pp, 2 plates, folding map, original green cloth, exlibrary, library marks to front endpaper, otherwise very clean indeed with only a few small discreet stamps, VG-. *55647*, **£99**.


Smith Michael, **Captain Francis Crozier. Last Man Standing?**, Collins Press, 2006 First Edition, 242pp, hardback, Fine in Fine dw., Irishman Francis Crozier sailed on six expeditions with Parry and Ross. He was second in command on Franklin's fateful North West Passage expedition. Crozier took command after Franklin's death and according to legend was last to die - the last man standing., 59623, £40.

Smith Michael, **Tom Crean. An Illustrated Life**, Collins Press, 2006 First Edition, 193pp, Fine in VG+ dw Already very scarce in hardback., Crean ran away from his Irish home aged fifteen to become a major figure on three Antarctic expeditions with Shackleton and Scott. This superbly illustrated anthology charts his life from early days in Kerry through his years of Antarctic heroism back to retirement in Ireland. This book includes many previously unpublished photographs. 67562, £39.


Stange Rolf, **Spitsbergen Svalbard. A Complete Guide Around The Arctic Archipelago**, Rolf Stange, 2018 Fourth Edition, 608pp, paperback, NEW. This new edition has got 608 pages (in contrast to 512 before) and all chapters have been updated with new information, including many significantly improved maps. New chapters and sections have been added, amongst others including comprehensive information about land-based traveling (such as snow mobile tours and hiking) including both general info and route descriptions and descriptions of popular boat-based day trips., Nature and history, places and regions, useful and important information, 66585, £29.


Stuck Hudson, **Ten Thousand Miles With A Dog Sled. A Narrative Of Winter Travel In Interior Alaska**, T. Werner Laurie Ltd, 1914 First Edition, xix, 420pp, 58 illus., folding map, original bright decorative boards, just light rubbing to extremities, private bookplate, internally very clean, VG+. A most attractive copy., Journeys associated with the work of the Episcopal Church in the interior of Alaska 1905-6. 68004, £125.

Stump Edmund, **The Roof at the Bottom of the World. Discovering the Transantarctic Mountains**, Yale University Press, 2011 First Edition, 254pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper., A fascinating portrait and history of the most obscure mountains on earth, by a modern scientist-explorer with unsurpassed knowledge of the region. This is the first comprehensive and fully illustrated history of the region's discovery and exploration. With stunning photographs and accompanying maps Stump is able to trace the actual routes of the early explorers with unprecedented accuracy. 63569, £17.


Tarver Michael C., **The Man Who Found Captain Scott. Explorer and War Hero: Surgeon Captain Edward Leicester Atkinson (1881-1929)**, Pendragon Maritime Publications, 2015 First Edition, 176pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, signed by Michael Tarver. A biography of Surgeon Lt. Edward Leicester Atkinson R.N., who led the search party which retracted the route taken by Captain Scott’s legendary but tragic expedition to reach the South Pole – and who located the bodies of Scott and his party who had reached the pole but who failed to survive the arduous journey back. The book reveals that Captain Scott had left written instructions as to how the final party should have been supported, but it has been alleged that these orders were not properly carried out, read more…. **£28.**


Taylor Andrew, **Two Years Below The Horn. A Personal Memoir of Operation Tabarin**, The Erskine Press, 2017 First Edition, 351pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper. Early in 1944, nine men landed on a tiny, barren island off the west coast of the Graham Land Peninsula in Antarctica. Armed with only a small assortment of rifles and pistols and with an obsolete 12 pounder mounted on the bows of their decrepit supply vessel, officially, their purpose was to prevent German U-boats and surface raiders from using Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic harbours for refuelling and resupply. Unofficially, they were tasked with reasserting British territorial rights in the face of increasingly confident incursions by neutral argentina. This two year expedition, code-named Operation Tabarin, was the precursor to the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey, FIDS. It marked the beginning of Britain’s permanent presence on the Antarctic continent and the commencement of a complex programme of scientific research and geographic exploration which continues to this day. **£35.**

The Duke of Orleans, **Hunters and Hunting in the Arctic**, David Nutt, London, 1911 First Edition, xxv, 204pp, 25 plates, original red cloth, heavy wear to edge of spine with some splitting to cloth, some sunning to boards, owner’s signature, Good. A very scarce title. Reminiscences drawn from the author’s expeditions in the Belgica, 1909 and to a lesser extent 1904-1907. Includes chapters on the polar bear, reindeer, walrus, and seal hunting in the Greenland Sea, on West Spitsbergen and Jan Mayen, with general, historical and natural history notes throughout. 55550, **£65.**

Thomson David, **Scott’s Men**, Allen Lane, 1977 First Edition, 331pp, VG+ in VG+ dw with slight sunning to spine. Study of the early attempts on the South Pole, with a group biography of the men who journeyed with Scott. **£12.**

Thomson John, **Elephant Island & Beyond. The Life And Diaries Of Thomas Orde Lees.**, Bluntisham Books / Erskine Press, 2003 First Edition, 339pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper. Orde Lees was probably the least popular and most criticised man involved in Shackleton’s Endurance adventure. His diaries have often been plundered for much of the detail of life on board the ship and on the ice but the part he played in keeping the men alive has not been recognised. His journal has never before been published and this book is a long overdue testament to a much misunderstood man, with fascinating details of his later life. 65216, **£26.**


Traill H. D., **The Life Of Sir John Franklin**, John Murray, 1896 First Edition, 454pp, 2 maps, 2 portraits, 2 facsimiles, original brown cloth with gilt, professionally recased with new spine and original laid on, signs of label removal to top of front board, internally very clean, VG. A very strong copy indeed. 55840, **£125.**


Van Bennelen Dr R. W. and Rutten Dr M. G., *Tablemountains of Northern Iceland, and related geological notes*, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1955 First Edition, viii, 217pp, 52 plates, 3 folding maps, original brown cloth, wear to head of spine, private blindstamp, internally very clean near VG. A very scarce title., This is the report on field work, carried out in northern Iceland, more particularly in the Myvatn District and the Óðáðahraun, during the summer of 1950. The primary interest was centred on the genesis of the table mountains, but other subjects were studied too. **£79.**

Venables Stephen, *Island At The Edge Of The World*, Hodder & Stoughton, 1991 First Edition, 177pp, small bump to top corners, near Fine in Fine dw, signed by Stephen Venables., The greatest challenge was weathering the blizzard conditions and spending 23 days trapped in an ice cave. **£24.**


Wild Comdr. Frank, *The Story of the Quest*, The Erskine Press, 2016, 4pp, facsimile, New. This was Shackleton's 4th Antarctic journey, the purpose of which was ostensibly to circumvent the Antarctic continent, looking for lost sub-polar islands. Shackleton was not well—and he saw this last voyage as a chance to relive old times. He appeared somewhat listless and was drinking too much. When the ship arrived in Buenos Aires he had what appeared to be a heart attack but refused to let any doctor attend to him. On 4 January 1922 the ship reached South Georgia and the following morning he had another heart attack and died. In 1923 Wild undertook a series of lectures and talks about the voyage and this is a facsimile of a 1923 4 page brochure advertising these talks. There are six photographs, a page on the Quest’s trip and a page on Commander Frank Wild, CBE. The brochure is 255x190mm – 10 x 7 ½ inches. **£8.**


Somers Geoff, *Antarctica. The Impossible Crossing? The first and only traverse of the greatest axis of this Continent*, Somers Geoff, Grosvenor House Publishing Ltd, 2017 First Edition, 276pp, hardback, New in dustwrapper, signed by Geoff Somers. In 1990, six men and thirty eight huskies set out to attempt a crossing of Antarctica. Unlike others who have made traverses over shorter routes, theirs would be a journey of some 3760 miles, via the South Pole and through the remote and aptly named Area of Inaccessibility. Once committed, the team members of the International Trans-Antarctica Expedition, ITAE, would be on the ice for 220 days. They had chosen to tackle Antarctica the hardest way. £28.


Worsley Frank, *First Voyage in a Square-Rigged Ship*, Geoffrey Bles, 1947 rep, 287pp, light foxing to endpapers, owner's signature, VG in Good+ dw, Sailing through the Tropics, Drake Strait, round Cape Horn. £28.

Wyllie William Lionel, *Scott Memorial Print - Mounted on card 50cm x 38cm*, Explorer Books / Patrick Walcot, Limited Edition Facsimile, New. This is a Limited Edition Facsimile of the original scarce 1914 print. Includes extracts from Scott's diary and his last message to the Nation. William Lionel Wyllie, often simply W. L. Wyllie, 1851-1931, was a prolific English painter of maritime themes in both oils and watercolours. Only 100 copies of the Limited Edition Facsimile were produced. Please ask for a jpeg. £9.


Mackenzie Julian [editor], *The 'Taurus' Collection. 150 Collectable Books on the Antarctic. A Bibliography*, The Traveller's Bookshop, 2001 First Edition. The Taurus collection is one the pre-eminent private collections of books on the Antarctic. The collection encompasses the major works of exploration by people who actually went to the continent in the Golden Age, which ended with the outbreak of the Second World War. The items are supplied with collations, notes and illustrations, making this a work of great value not only to collectors and dealers but also to those interested in the history of Antarctic Exploration. 197pp, hardback, from £50 with some defect, softback, New, £39.
THE ANTARCTIC DIARIES of ANDREW DOUGALD WATSON and ALEXANDER LORIMER KENNEDY, together with THE PAINTINGS OF CHARLES TURNBULL HARRISSON

A stunning limited edition package containing:

The Antarctic Diary of Andrew Dougald Watson - hardback, cloth bound, blocked on cover and spine, 192pp, 70 illsts.

The Antarctic Diary of Alexander Lorimer Kennedy – hardback, cloth bound, blocked on cover and spine, 168pp, 60 illsts.

The Paintings and Drawings of Charles Turnbull Harrisson - 36pp + cover, softback, 55 illsts, full colour, on high quality art paper.

Charles Turnbull Harrisson – A Life - 16pp + cover, booklet, 15 illsts.

Full Colour Map of Queen Mary Land.

All encased in a rigid slip cover. Harrisson, Kennedy and Watson were all members of Mawson's Western party led by the legendary Frank Wild, the only person to be awarded the Polar medal with four bars. Charles Harrisson was the biologist on Mawson's expedition and was also an enormously talented painter. He charted the life of the Western Party through his paintings and drawings. In 1914 he tragically lost his life when the ship he was on was lost with all hands when returning from Macquarie Island.

This is a limited edition of 300 numbered copies. The books will not be available separately. £78.
Holiday in Pitlochry?

Come and visit beautiful Perthshire - the heart of Scotland.

We can offer a superbly appointed two bedroom cottage for rent. **Now available all year round.**

Pitlochry has much to offer whatever your interests. Fishing, water sports, shooting, walking, climbing and cycle routes on the doorstep, not to mention great shops, cafes, castles, dam and fish ladder, and other visitor attractions. Plenty of mountains are within easy reach and it is close enough to the Cairngorms and Glenshee for skiing or winter climbing.

We have our very own local Corbett, Ben Vrackie, which is always a good day out and walkable directly from the cottage. The Moulin Inn is nearby and is a well known haunt amongst many walkers for its locally brewed real ale.

The cottage is in a superb location with Pitlochry Golf Course and the village high street only 300 yards away for a choice of restaurants, cafes and shops to enjoy.

Pitlochry is also an excellent base for exploring further afield as it is so central in Scotland.

Please ask for full details and availability
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**Book Descriptions**

The following abbreviations and terms are used in this catalogue:

- **Mint / M** As new condition, may have neat inscription.
- **Fine / F** Almost like new condition with the first signs of use.
- **Very Good / VG** Average condition with some signs of use.
- **Good / G** Below average condition with obvious signs of use.
- **Poor / P** A worn book with some significant defect but complete unless stated.
- **+ or –** is used to indicate slightly better or worse than the above.

Other abbreviations:-  **fep** - front endpaper,  **t.e.g.** - top edge gilt,  **a.e.g.** - all edges gilt,  **pp** - printed pages,  **sl** - slightly,  **exlib** - ex public/private library,  **o/w** - otherwise,  **dw** - dustwrapper,  **inscr** - inscription by previous owner.
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**DIDN’T FIND ANYTHING OF INTEREST?**

**THIS CATALOGUE IS JUST A FRACTION OF OUR STOCK**

**PLEASE CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE CHOICE**

**1000S OF BOOKS UNDER £10**
REMEMBER!

This catalogue is a SMALL selection of our polar stock

Check our website for even more choice
Almost ALL our stock is listed here

Search for books by title, author or keywords. Signed Copies – use keyword 'signed'

Shopping cart - Pay online, with an option to create an account for faster ordering

DID YOU RECEIVE OUR LAST MONTHLY EMAIL?

Details of newly acquired stock, new releases and price reductions

If not, we probably just need your new email address - please update us!

Don’t miss out!
Most of our books sell before appearing in a catalogue.

To register simply email: chris@glacierbooks.com

Do you use Facebook? We do ....
LIKE US – for the latest news and events